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While most sellers are following the same old rules,

SKINTRONICS IS CHANGING THE GAME.

Skintronics skin analysing device is a moblie diagnostic system that a doctor, therapist or aesthetician can utilise. It can be 

used to show your clients a deeper look into their skin. This device will show your client the following in their skin. Hydration,  

ticity, Sebum, Ance, Pores, Melanin and Hemoglobin. It will identify the need for corrective cosmetic skincare or treatments 

transforming the skin into the best possible condition. . The only thing left will be to match the correct skincare to address their 

unique need which will translate into a sale.  So selling products will become easier than ever before.

While most sellers are following the same old rules,

SKINTRONICS IS CHANGING THE GAME.

Skintronics skin analysing device is a moblie diagnostic system that a doctor, therapist or aesthetician can utilise. It can be 

used to show your clients a deeper look into their skin. This device will show your client the following in their skin. Hydration,  

Elasticity, Sebum, Ance, Pores, Melanin and Hemoglobin. It will identify the need for corrective cosmetic skincare or treatments 

transforming the skin into the best possible condition. The only thing left will be to match the correct skincare to address their 

unique need, which will translate into a sale.  So selling products will become easier than ever before.



ATTRACT CUSTOMERS
With the huge variety of skincare products available in todays market, it can be 

confusing to your clients. Offer a Free Skin Analysis to attract new clients into your 

salon or clinic and show them your level of professionalism and expertise. 

IDENTIFY THE NEED
Skintronics is an objective medical tool that shows a real deep look into your clients 

skin and will show a need for correct skincare products and is a great way to look 

at products and treatments to assist their skin. Its like a doctors prescription.

UP SELL
Through the scientific results, the device enables you to advise and have your client 

buy into your treatment program and products more convincingly.



APM100 MOBILE INNOVATION. DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM!
The SKINTRONICS is an independent MOBILE DEVICE. It can be connected to a existing computer screen, iPad or tablet. It 

is linked with a App that is avail from the App Store or Google Play. It is simple, intuitive and ready for use. It has a series of 

precision magnifying lenses with 16 LED flash lights and a unique UV light to provide the images for a state of the art analyser. 

With its revolutionary software development, it is a great asset to any salon or clinic.
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Extra FEATURES. Made just for you.
The SKINTRONICS device is the only skin analysing system that is built with unique 

feature’s that answer your exact need.

The feature allows you to 

compare the skin condition 

before and after a treatment 

to establish true customer 

amazement and belief in 

your products.

Amazing capabilities that help you sell your whole line of skin 

care products. Choose a test to perform and get instant 

results that will shock your customers and make them believe 

their treatment  and product needs. SEEING IS BELIEVING.

You can use the device to store all clients details.

BEFORE AND AFTER. SIDE BY SIDE.Customise  the results page to display the product brands 
that you sell or recommend in your salon or clinic

COMPARE TO A DATABASE
SKINTRONICS APM 100 features a baseline photos 

database. These stored images can be presented side 

by side with the customer’s taken images to show a 

relative good, average and a bad scored examples.

4” MULTI-TOUCH SCREEN
SKINTRONICS APM 100 is an independent mobile 

device equipped with a bright 4” multi-touch screen. 

The brilliant display and the gorgeous design is what 

make the APM 100 a complete self-contained suite 

that offers the perfect balance of mobility and size. 

These unique features produce endless opportunities 

to generate sale interactions on the go.



 Results and Images that have been taken can be 

emailed to your clients or printed. The data is stored on 

the device so that you can do a comparison after a few 

weeks to see the improvement for your clients in using 

the correct skincare & improvements from the treatments 

they have had.

This device has its own Wi Fi so that the device 
can connect anywhere even where there is not 

Wi Fi available.

MAINTAIN CUSTOMERS DATABASE
Keep records of customers for future interaction. Diagnosis 

results are stores and compared in preceding 

sessions. 

AGE & GENDER
Discriminating functionality enables an analysis relative to 

a gender and age group. This makes the diagnosis 

even more precise.



Sales made EASY like never before...
SKINTRONICS was not designed to replace your sales team or techniques. It integrates seamlessly 

with your existing sales speech and can be easily adopted by any sales person. SKINTRONICS 

maximizes the potential of every demo session and helps you close the sale much quicker.

This doubles your demo effiency ratio, increases your sales by 37% and results in an astonishing 

72% average closing rate.



TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
Developing your business is essential for its continuous success. SKINTRONICS brings innovation and technology to the 

sales process and takes your business to the next level of professionalism and expertise.

www.skintronics.co.za



APM 100 DEVICE SPECIFICATION
Processor/Chipset

Memory
OS

Image Camera Sensor

Sensor Pixel 

Image  Capture Size
LED 
HDMI
Motion

High Magnification LENS

Mode 

Focusing
Touch LCD

Battery

File Transfer

 DC IN  Adaptor
Out dimension

Weight
Operating Temperature
Storage temperature
Operating humidity

Cradle

Display  Mirroring

VCM Auto Focusing/ VCM Manual Focusing
Type: C-Touch  TFT LCD / Size: 3.97Inch / Resolution: WVGA[800X480]

Type: Li-ION / Typical Capacity: 1,150mAh
Normal Voltage: 3.7V

   Basic : USB 1.1_ USB2.0 interface
   WI-FI: Wireless LAN IEEE 802.11b/g/n 

Bluetooth: BT Ver3.0+HS

5[VDC]  / 2[A]

62(W) X 138(H) X 50(D) [Unit : mm] / (With Skin Lens)  
About 120g (with Battery)

-10°C ~ 50°C  
-30~50°C 
5 ~ 85%

Battery Charger/File Transfer(USB interface] /Audio AMP & SPEAKER

WI-FI(Wireless LAN) : * i-OS [i-Phone, i-PAD]
                                    * Android-OS [GALAXY S, GALAXY NOTE 10.1]

S5PV210 ARM-CORTEX A8 [1GHz]-[SAMSUNG]
DDR SDRAM (512MB)/ Micro SD ver2.0 (8GB)

Android  2.3 Google app.

Dual  Camera Sensor – 1/4 Inch Color C-MOS  [5Mega pixel]
                                           1: X1  Camera Sensor
                                           2: High magnification  Camera Sensor         

 Total Pixel : 5,038,848  Pixel
 Effective pixel : 4,915,200Pixel

*640(H)X480(V)]/ *2592(H)X1944(V)]-[5M]
 Dip LED & Chip LED & UV LED [NICHIA /Japan]

HD1080p
6-axis

   [X30_nl1,X30_nl2,X30_PL,X30_UV]
   [With Skin Sensor]

  1.Customer face
  2.SkinSensor[Moisture & Elasticity]
  3.Sebum
  4.Pore
  5.Melanim
  6.Acne
  7.Wrinkle
  8.Hemoglobin



Tel: 011 784 1168

Email: info@skintronics.co.za

77 11th street Parkmore Sandton

www.skintronics.co.za


